an agile-minded adversary attacked the United States by using a cunning idea to turn a passenger conveyance into precision guided missiles. The lesson for airmen from this attack is that they cannot fight the type of wars they want to fight because their next adversary will exploit deficiencies in their combat airpower and deny them information superiority. Acquiring people with agile minds is the essential competency that will reliably produce the competitive edge needed to win in full spectrum combat. However, the window of opportunity is rapidly closing as US student achievement in science, technology, engineering and math continues to race to the bottom of all industrialized countries.
AGILE AIRMEN: DEVELOPING THE CAPACITY TO QUICKLY CREATE INNOVATIVE IDEAS
In any problem where an opposing force exists, and cannot be regulated, one must foresee and provide for alternative courses. Adaptability is the law which governs survival in war as in life-war being but a concentrated form of the human struggle against environment.
-B. H. Liddell Hart
The ability to quickly leverage creative ideas ahead of one"s opponent is a cognitive ability called "mental agility." 2 Today"s senior service leaders increasingly emphasize the need to transform to a modern total force of agile-minded personnel who can operate in more complex forms of warfare against current and emerging enemies.
The Capstone Concept for Joint Operations (CCJO), the Army Capstone Concept, the 2010 Combat Air Force Strategic Plan, and the 2010 Naval Operations Concept all call for an agile force to achieve policy objectives. Each of these concepts uses descriptors such as innovative, adaptive, flexible, and ingenuity of its organizations and people to express the need to develop agile-mindsets.
This paper addresses the importance of an agile mindset to the national defense and presents an option to help ensure that the United States (US) armed forces has the airmen necessary to support joint aerospace operations with sister services and across the military reserve components. The first part of this paper introduces the Agile Airmen vision by examining four theories that frame the relationship of mental agility to security implications of the future joint operational environment. The second part presents a policy proposal for achieving the Agile Airmen vision.
The joint cohort of US military and civilian aerospace professionals-referred to herein as "airmen"-have long fixated on acquiring increasingly advanced weapons and related support systems as a substitute, rather than a complement, for higher cognitive abilities. China"s new capability to destroy satellites with missiles, which would effectively blind airmen to China"s next move.
In contrast to China"s opportunistic move, US Air Force and Navy leaders are reacting to this scenario as a predicament with an operational concept called "AirSea Battle" to counterbalance China"s asymmetric advantage. 11 The intellectual challenge for airmen is how to overcome the "tyranny of distance" combined with overwhelming firepower to secure aerospace superiority for regional stability. China"s strategy is very "Reaganesque" in how it attempts to lure the US into an arms build-up that it cannot afford. While the details of the AirSea Battle concept have yet to emerge, it will likely come at a cost that vastly exceeds the benefit of creating opportunity over reacting to China"s next move. For example, a collective regional security cooperation accord with China whereby it balances North Korea"s aggressive stance toward South Korea is an illustration of creating opportunity that has both political and economic advantages in the Pacific region.
In The Innovator's Dilemma, Harvard Business School professor Clayton
Christiansen described "disruptive innovations" as a strategy whereby a competitor aggressively leverages simple, ingenious ways to overtake a more dominant organization. 12 Christiansen explained that these organization"s leaders often fail to overcome disruptive innovations because they do not understand the conditions and forces that allowed a business competitor to overtake them. 13 Amazon.com is a recent business example of a disruptive innovation that transformed traditional retail and resale industry practices from brick and mortar marketplaces to a global, virtual market-space concept. A historical military representation of a disruptive innovation is "skip bombing."
In World War II, bombing Japanese ships from high altitudes above Japanese antiaircraft fire had little effect because most of the bombs missed their targets. That ended when airmen envisioned the possibility of descending to just above the ocean and releasing the bombs so that they skipped like stones on top of the water until they exploded against or near the ship"s hull.
14 They then used it to great effect for sinking moving Japanese naval vessels during 1943"s Battle of the Bismarck Sea.
Christiansen"s advice is that organizational leaders can steal the competitive edge by employing disruptive concepts against rivals before they understand and subsequently counteract the disruption.
Operationalizing new concepts in the JOE demands a superior situational understanding called "decision superiority." An instructive example of this point is Colonel John Boyd "OODA loop" theory. Colonel Boyd modeled his theory about orienting the fighter pilot"s mind in the combat environment on the airman"s cognitive agility with the necessity to make effective decisions faster than one"s opponent. 15 His quick decision cycle theory-Observe, Orient, Decide, Act (then repeat)-requires speedy thinking blended with expert technical skills for decision superiority at all levels of war and across all domain. Boyd concluded that whichever opponent can make good decisions the fastest will win the battle.
The future JOE requires that US airmen maintain decision superiority across the air, space and cyber domains. Of those three, the cyberspace domain presents a unique cognitive challenge that demands agile mindsets because attacks and defenses move quite literally at the speed of light. Once cyberspace attackers can leverage network vulnerability, they can swiftly cripple an airman"s freedom of action and thus diminish the ability to apply Boyd"s OODA theory to regain the advantage.
The preceding section examined four theories that frame the need for the Agile Celebrated artists, athletes, and performers are just a few subsets of the people who had the good fortune to be recognized as masters of a skill. Of course most young people only form a basic familiarity in such skill areas but never reach world-class mastery. Closing the divide between them is possible but it takes a lot of practice to do so. In Outliers, author Malcolm Gladwell explained that mastery requires roughly 10,000
hours of practice. 16 Gladwell found that it takes world-class artists and athletes ten years to put in 10,000 hours of practice. More importantly, he observed that mastering a skill requires support and resources in addition to a lot of practice. His message is that masterful experts earned their positions with help from others, which makes them anything but outliers. This recipe is also how aerospace institutions can develop new agile airmen.
Airmen may have "slipped the surly bonds of Earth" but they are anything but outliers. 17 Many more achieve mastery given opportunity. founder of the Microsoft Corporation, also expressed concerned that "too few young people are acquiring the knowledge they need to use technology in creative and innovative ways." 22 He lamented that "this is a critical problem because technology holds the key to progress." President Barack Obama"s appraisal of the situation is that "we are not advancing as we must" and he wants the US back on top within a decade. 23 According to the President"s 2009 National Security Strategy, advancing US national security priorities in an increasingly competitive global environment depends on building strong security and economic capacities. 24 The president"s security assessment is congruent with the Commission on Professionals in National Security, which reported that over 50% of America"s sustained economic growth comes from science, technology, engineering and math (STEM) professions. 25 That makes economic prosperity truly the lifeblood of US national security. But not everyone agrees that improving STEM skills correlates to national economic prosperity. The answer lies in the concepts provided by the CCJO, Boyd, Puccio et al. and
Christiansen, but one must acknowledge that high school student achievement in STEM knowledge is declining while the need is increasing. It is implausible that the armed forces will slow their acquisition of new technologies to give recruits time to catch up.
That approach is fraught with the unacceptable risk of losing a crucial security advantage known as "Full Spectrum Dominance." 29 The agile Red Queen"s answer is instructive: "If you want to get somewhere, you must think at least twice as fast!"
A Policy Proposal to Achieve the Agile Airmen Vision
Developing highly intelligent young people to be Agile Airmen should be a vital component of maintaining the US military"s competitive edge. To maintain full spectrum dominance the Department of Defense should carefully seek, encourage and provide resources for students with high intellects to specialize in science, technology, engineering and math during their early education. "Intellectually gifted" students have an "above average" innate ability to learn significantly faster than their cohorts, and thus have the potential for greater academic achievement. 30 Senior leader perspectives about the JOE and its implications on developing airmen portend that the US national security depends on young people who earn high achievement scores in STEM competencies. A new report from the National Science Board titled "Preparing the Next Generation of STEM Innovators" also emphasizes that gifted students "will form the next generation of STEM innovators." 31 The report goes on to stress that the nation's prosperity, security, and quality of life depends on identifying and developing children with STEM skills. President Barack Obama"s National Security Strategy also recognizes that America"s declining student achievement is an important national security challenge that demands reform to restore America"s leadership in higher education and scientific innovation. 32 The National Science Board"s 2010 assessment combined with the Hanushek and Woessmann analysis identified STEM leaders as vital to America"s long-term prosperity, but having quality teachers who can teach STEM subjects is conclusively vital to improving student learning. A 1999 analyses commissioned by the Center for the Study of Teaching and Policy, established teacher professional development and certification as the strongest correlates to student achievement. 33 In addition to the National Science Board"s report, other research evidence by the Belin-Blank Center for Gifted Education and Talent Development revealed that when children with high intellects are locked in an age-based curriculum, rather than an ability-based curriculums, they fail to achieve their mind"s full potential. 34 The nation"s education system has long held a responsibility to meet the educational needs of all students, which means that this equity doctrine unfortunately shortchanges the different learning needs of America"s future innovators. Consequently, middle and high school students are not learning the right skills to fill growing demands, which may result in a generational gap of STEM leaders.
Since teaching reform is critical to increasing student performance, teachers must first master STEM content in order to produce a learning environment that nurtures student learning. Teachers who master STEM content are better informed and thus better able to teach advanced courses that challenge students to perform better. 35 Also, students learn better from teachers who have degrees, especially masters degrees, in the subject area that they teach. Despite all the cheerleading, the efficacy of either campaign to enact meaningful closure on the achievement gap is still unknown and also unlikely. The US already spends more money per student on pre-collegiate education than most countries, so spending more money on the traditional one-size-fits-all teaching model for is unlikely to ignite a national reform movement that makes nurturing bright minds a priority. Most schools did not receive any benefits from either initiative, and hence have monetary incentive to develop an urgency to improve STEM education. The states that did receive funding made a few commitments to raise education standards, but their stated focus is on low achievers. 39 Student achievement results shows that the nation"s current education system is not meeting the needs of low and high achievers alike, and
America"s brightest minds will not succeed on their own.
To ensure that the US armed forces has sufficiently agile-minded leaders, this paper proposes that DOD invest in gifted education by creating small public academies at all US colleges where high-intellect (gifted) 12-18 year old pupils can learn to become aerospace leaders in the armed forces or defense related industries. These academies should be specifically reserved for the students with the highest cognitive potential, just as varsity teams are reserved for athletes with the highest physical talent. Some may argue that educating gifted students in this manner is elitist, but it is really just analogous to the five military service academies that currently enjoy widespread praise for producing leaders.
With the right funding strategy, the proposed academies could provide an educational intervention that applies differentiated instruction and accelerates learning for an estimated 120,000 highly gifted American students (children of IQ 145 appear at a ratio of 1 in 1,000) commensurate with their higher intellectual aptitude. 40 This proposal differs from the US Service Academies in two primary ways. The first difference is that they are non-resident day schools with personalized learning plans for highly gifted children that oriented toward mastering aerospace fields of study and research. The other primary difference is that students are not grouped by graduation year group as with military academy cadets. A student"s intellectual ability to progress in any subject area determines which level of instruction they receive, to include upper- Educating gifted students at colleges using an accelerated learning program ensures that their ability to learn quickly does not outstrip the institution"s ability to provide adequate instruction. Using college infrastructure and professors creates the right learning environment for America"s brightest minds while also maintaining children in their nurturing home environment. Decades of federal investments in US colleges via research grants, the GI Bill and Pell Grants has produced a surplus of college classrooms, laboratories and other amenities all across America. Some colleges, like those in the University of Florida system, have 50% excess infrastructure and are seeking ways to use it effectively for higher learning. 41 Assuming that only three quarters of the 2,719 four-year colleges in America can accommodate these 120,000 gifted students, it would encumber the participating campuses with just 60 pupils each. 42 Keeping each academy the size of a small ROTC detachment should not overwhelm any one campus, yet it would make the education accessible to more students. Most US colleges eagerly accept gifted students, so leveraging their existing infrastructure benefits the college and offers a shrewd dividend to taxpayers created by decades of investments from many federal sources. Adding these academies to 10 USC § 983, the federal statute that denies federal financing to colleges that prohibit ROTC or military recruiters on campus, should also incentivize colleges to welcome this initiative.
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To facilitate the US winning the race to the top and its preeminence, the US Congress should consider funding this proposal. An amount equal to just one-half of the $4.35 billion Race to the Top campaign would finance the proposed academies for a per pupil cost of $18,125. By comparison, the US spent an average of $12,018 per student in 2010, but all of the local tax revenues that schools would have spent on educating gifted students could then go towards the vulnerable students whom schools commendably target now. This makes for a balanced strategy when one considers the national security benefit of an education program focused on developing Agile Airmen.
In conclusion, this paper argued that the US armed forces must develop intellectually gifted children to serve as tomorrow"s Agile Airmen. Airmen love their hightech weaponry systems and are often defined by them, but those systems are not a substitute for human capital with mastery in the right cognitive skills. Puccio et al.
informed us that a creative mindset is needed to solve complex predicaments and envision opportunities. Christiansen further explained that leaders must foresee consequences and implications of disruptive innovations or lose their advantage. Lastly, Boyd warned that the cognitive ability to make effective decisions faster than one"s adversary will win the battle. Today"s aerospace leaders need to master all of those skills; however, as Gladwell noted, mastering a skill requires years of practice along with vast amounts of support and nurturing.
With proper attention to their early STEM achievement in the proper learning environment, gifted youth have the unique cognitive ability to be the Agile Airmen that the armed forces need to win battles in the complex, uncertain joint operating environment. DOD should consider creating the proposed academies because there is very limited time in an airman's career to develop the creative mindset to envision opportunities, understand the complexities behind disruptive innovations and quickly create effective solutions at levels way above global peers.
